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EDITORIAL

You, our faithful subscribers are no doubt thinking that it has been awhile since you received your last issue - "The 10th Anniversary Issue" celebrating the success of this truly unique Canadian Journal. That issue’s editorial extolled the virtue of how we have maintained the focus of our initial vision to unite the profession and to provide a forum for critical thinking around the issues affecting managers of volunteers. "No doubt the Journal will be around for a long time to come" we promised and those sentiments have not changed!

Over the past year, with the retirement of some of our long-serving committee members and costs of printing and mailing increasing since 1992, we have had to review our administrative procedures. Our sponsor, CAVR, also underwent a year of reorganizing their database and with over 60% of our subscribers receiving the Journal through their membership, our production was affected. These developments have encouraged us to look at various options that have become available through the technological advances in today’s communication world. Part of this means that we are sending you a survey and we need your opinion so please take the time to send it back to us.

This is a really interesting issue that we have put together for you on 'Career Paths for Volunteers'. We have been working very hard at becoming computer literate and this is the result of our first foray into the world of Internet publishing. It is in a PDF file and you will be able to open it with Adobe Acrobat Reader, which you can download for free at www.adobe.com/acrobat/readstep.html.

Thanks for your support and feedback - your dedicated Editorial Team believes that the Journal has an important role to play in promoting volunteerism across Canada by sharing your knowledge, experience and creativity with each other and we are looking forward to hearing from you.
CAREER PATHS FOR VOLUNTEERS
by Barb Gemmell
“A career isn’t just the destination, it’s also the journey.”

I began my research on the topic of career paths with a review of a number of excellent websites on career assessment, planning and trends. A career path today often looks very different than even five years ago. With change being a constant, the notion of picking one’s occupation and sticking with it rarely applies. Managing one’s career is now a lifelong process that may take many different routes and often ventures into new territory. Many of the jobs of the future have not yet been invented! It is important to remain flexible, and to reexamine one’s skills, the environment and the viability of one’s career goal often.

One’s career path not only involves having the specialized skills and training relevant to a chosen area of work, but also a number of employability skills. Core skills that have been identified as essential in the workforce today include skills in reading, writing and numeracy, oral communication, thinking skills, ability to work in a team setting and computer literacy. Human Resources Development Canada (HRDC) has produced a list of nine essential skills. One can link to these on www.careerpathsonline.com by clicking on ‘skills’ or on www.hrdc-drhc.ca.

Downsizing, delayering and mergers result in fewer opportunities to ‘move up’ the career ladder. The trend today is to broaden one’s skills and ‘move sideways’. As noted in Generations at Work1, there is a need to build a broad range of diverse transferable skills. “This includes learning a variety of work processes, accepting increased responsibility, ensuring one is knowledgeable, has strong problem solving and people skills and is skilled in the use of information technology.” Studies have shown that one’s strengths in these skill areas aren’t necessarily linked to academic marks. Developing one’s skills through practical experience is the way to advance today.

The initial step in the career planning process begins with self—assessement of one’s skills and abilities, interests and attitudes. Based on the results of this, career exploration then takes place by focusing on the targeting of specific career goals. An action plan is often developed. Career preparation may include specific training and the personal skill development necessary to meet the requirements of the position as well as the preparation of a resume for marketing. Even when employed, the career planning process does not end. The priority becomes career management as one must remain current and periodically assess personal satisfaction. If it becomes necessary to consider a career change, the career planning cycle begins again.

Volunteer activities improve employment prospects

During the career planning process, individuals often look to volunteering to explore different career options, to refine current skills and to learn new ones, and to enhance one’s resume. The results of the 2000 National Survey of Giving, Volunteering and Participating (www.nsgvp.org) highlight this trend.

The second most important reason given for volunteering, with an 80% response rate, was to use one’s skills and experience. Approximately 60% were interested in exploring their strengths and 23% looked to volunteering as a way to improve job opportunities. The latter category more than doubled with younger volunteers aged 15 to 24 where 55% gave this as a reason for volunteering.

When asked about the personal benefits of volunteering, 79% agreed it had provided them with interpersonal skills such as understanding people better, learning how to motivate others, and learning how to deal with difficult situations. For 2/3 of respondents, communications skills such as public speaking, writing, conducting meetings and public relations were enhanced when volunteering.

Career planning is a priority today as an employee. However I am not certain it receives as much attention when volunteering. The stages in the career planning cycle are similar in both situations. Some volunteers may have a career plan that includes targeting a particular organization with specific assignments and opportunities for advancement in mind. For many volunteers the administrator of volunteer resources or a supervisor will initiate their career path.

A Personal Inventory – The First Step

The completion of an application and an interview are two of the initial steps when one decides to volunteer. Questions will be asked in order to develop an inventory of skills, abilities, interests and motivations for volunteering. One of the tools available to assist in accessing one’s core skills is “The Skills Inventory” in Youth Cyberstation at www.youth.gc.ca. In addition to assessing strengths, it is important to think about values. Work-related values such as flexibility in volunteer hours, an opportunity to be creative or part of the decision making process and the possibility for a variety of tasks or advancement need to be discussed if they will have an impact on the decision to volunteer. Taking time to reflect on one’s interests and preferences is a necessary first step in the career planning process for a volunteer. The answers to these questions will make it easier to find an appropriate placement.

The age and life stage of a volunteer provides an additional challenge for the administrator of volunteer resources. At each stage there are unique personal needs and developmental characteristics that must be recognized and respected in order to provide the most positive experience for volunteer and organization. For teens, volunteering offers a chance for career exploration, provides an opportunity to learn about themselves and to develop skills to add to a college application or job resume. Having the resources to support, encourage and train is essential when working with teens. The young adult can work with minimal direction, but will look for a range of volunteer activities as a way to expand skills and will want to network and meet others. As one ages, lifestyle and personal aspirations have significant impact on volunteering. There is generally a desire to utilize one’s skills and expertise and a commitment to lifelong learning. However career advancement into leadership positions, for instance, may not fit with the volunteer’s personal priorities. Some volunteers may be reluctant to advance to another position or assume additional responsibilities. A look at
personal energy and commitment to career development are key when planning a volunteer's career path.

The impact of position descriptions on placement

Written position descriptions or terms of reference are the link to effective placements. The administrator of volunteer resources reviews the positions to determine the essential skills and qualifications required for each and then matches to the volunteer's strengths. Decisions are also made about what skills are 'trainable' once the volunteer is placed. Communication about expectations is crucial! One must ensure that skills required in the volunteer position complement the volunteer's motivations and personal career plan.

Personal development is an on-going process, which begins with orientation, on-the-job learning as well as ongoing education and professional development. An organization that offers training and other opportunities for volunteers to learn and develop also needs to ensure they have positions that volunteers can be 'promoted to' or volunteers will often leave. The volunteer's supervisor must be prepared to stay 'in tune' with the volunteer's needs and interests. Many volunteers are not satisfied to keep doing the same job because they are good at it over the long term. Creating new challenges and offering a chance for personal growth can enhance the retention of volunteers seeking new experiences.

Interpersonal relationships are also a critical component of one's commitment and involvement. Much of the recent research indicates employees do not leave companies, they leave managers. Volunteers definitely look to the administrator of volunteer resources and other staff as role models of the organization's values and the primary link connecting them to the organization. Access to a skilled or knowledgeable person is particularly valuable to a volunteer's work on a day-to-day basis. Strong staff/volunteer relationships can offer opportunities to exchange information, take risks in trying new things and provide two-way feedback. By reinforcing the value of volunteers and staff working together, an organization encourages volunteers to stay involved and consider advancement.

Career pathing for volunteers requires an organization's commitment to a strong performance management process. The systems and procedures to assess performance periodically, to check on how things are going and, if necessary, revise the volunteer's 'career development plan' need to be in place. Delivering effective performance feedback takes time, effort and skill. Making reference to observable behaviours and actual results of a volunteer's efforts are important when deciding on the next step. Volunteers who demonstrate a willingness and ability to assume different responsibilities and adapt to changing expectations are generally very well positioned for career advancement. An enthusiasm for and commitment to learning new tasks and skills also indicates an opportunity for a 'promotion'. Discussions must take place to ensure the volunteer's personal goals and career plans are consistent with the organization's opportunities.

This is an even bigger challenge with the short-term and episodic volunteers. For many administrators of volunteer resources and staff supervisors, there is little time to connect to discuss what's working and what's not, to provide appreciation for the work done and to look at future possibilities. Creative approaches to this may involve experienced volunteers advancing in their careers to be coaches and mentors of new volunteers. Being asked to take on more responsibility is a demonstration of trust and a definite motivator for the volunteer desiring career advancement.

Working with a volunteer to redesign a position to include additional responsibilities such as assisting with on-the-job training or coaching a new volunteer is just one possibility. Perhaps the volunteer has specialized skills, or has recently acquired training that would be valuable in coordinating a pilot project or leading a new initiative. A unique position can be designed. Periodic reassignment to learn different approaches to working with others or broadening one's skills in a particular area may be part of a volunteer's career development. If this is not possible within your organization, collaborate with other organizations to offer the volunteer a variety of experiences. It is important to remember that each time a volunteer's skills, values or interests change, self-assessment and a new phase of career planning begins.

The administrator of volunteer resources has a key role in the career paths of volunteers. It is unlikely the administrator has the time to be directly involved in all career planning and management. However, a key responsibility of the administrator is to ensure others are knowledgeable about the career path process and have access to the necessary resources to assist volunteers. Staff and volunteers must be kept current and familiar with the specific opportunities available for a volunteer's personal growth and development. Taking time to research and share employment trends can offer different options for consideration when looking at a volunteer's career path. Career planning and management are on-going priorities for the administrator and the organization. As noted in the opening paragraph of this article, "managing one's career is now a lifelong process that may take many different routes and often venture into new territory." One's volunteer career is no different.


Barb launched Gemmell Training & Consulting in September 2000 offering customized consulting, facilitation and training services. She has a monthly electronic newsletter that provides tips and resources. Contact: bgemmell@mts.net
Volunteering in an English as a Second Language program has numerous advantages for the ESL program, the classroom teacher and the volunteer. However, there are also some inherent pitfalls, which everyone should realize in order to have a realistic view of what volunteering can and cannot offer.

For an administrator, having volunteers in an ESL program can be an effective recruitment tool. The administrator has a chance to screen potential new teachers in a non-threatening way and will often develop a sense of loyalty to a long-standing volunteer, thus opening the door to employment should an opportunity arise. An administrator can ascertain the volunteer's flexibility, ability to relate to adults and sensitivity to a multicultural student body. An administrator can also weed out unsuitable candidates, e.g. those whose own emotional needs are impediments, whose expectations of the students are unrealistic, or who’s past experiences are a hindrance in the classroom.

Volunteers who are found to be suitable may discover, however, that job openings are limited. Teaching ESL in our program has tended to be a long-term career choice for many of our ESL staff, which results in little turnover from year to year. (Almost without exception, we all began as volunteers). In the current climate, volunteers will occasionally find themselves "in the right place at the right time", but they should realize that not every volunteer will be hired. With the explosion of interest in the field of teaching ESL and the plethora of courses available to become TESL certified, there are many more potential volunteers than there are opportunities.

For both teacher and administrator, a committed volunteer can be a real asset in the classroom. Volunteers who are able to work independently and treat the work as if they were going to a paying job are worth their weight in gold. The administrator gains flexibility in placing students in classes, especially in smaller programs where classes are multi-level. The teacher gains an extra English-speaking teacher in the classroom to assist with group work or to work one-on-one with students. This can have disadvantages as well. Teachers who are naturally eclectic in their approach often find it constraining to adhere fairly rigidly to a pre-planned lesson for the sake of the volunteer who needs the structure in order to cope well. ESL teachers often find it difficult to prepare all of the necessary material for the volunteer to use in small group work. Being responsible for the volunteer in addition to regular teaching duties can be very stressful for the teacher. Most administrators also work under time constraints and the organizational details of working with volunteers are just one more thing to do.

For the volunteer, working in an ESL program provides a rich hands-on experience in the classroom. One of our current staff members said, "I learned to do the job as a volunteer. It was good for me and good for the Board, because I learned how to do the job as a volunteer, and you knew what you were getting when you hired me." Volunteering can be a great sensitizing opportunity as the volunteer comes into contact with many immigrant communities. Our ESL program is a microcosm of the world and as such is an excellent training ground for learning tolerance and inclusivity.

Volunteering in an ESL program enables potential teachers to learn "the tricks of the trade." The volunteer is able to practice working with students without having to be responsible for day-to-day lesson planning or having to do more teaching than he or she is ready for. The volunteer can also observe a variety of levels and teachers. In this way, the volunteer can be exposed to a wide spectrum of teaching styles and classroom dynamics. He or she learns to deal with people of different cultures and backgrounds and to recognize the strengths and unique needs of adult learners. Meanwhile, there are intrinsic rewards in knowing that one's efforts are making a tangible difference in the lives of the students.

Volunteering also improves one's organizational and time-management skills. It teaches people how to get a point across without speaking a word of English!! An ESL volunteer has the unique opportunity to introduce students to Canada and also to learn about different cultures from around the world.

Another benefit is that a program coordinator is able to connect the volunteer to the wider network of ESL contacts that he or she has established over the years. Prospective ESL teachers can figure out where they would like to work and develop their own contacts with others in the field. By trying a variety of levels, they can discover which levels suit them while broadening their teaching experience.

The employability skills of a successful ESL teacher can be modeled and honed in an ESL classroom under the supervision of a seasoned veteran. Communication, problem-solving, adaptability and working with others are all skills, which are practiced on a daily basis. Whether these skills are used in paid employment in the ESL field or transferred to any multicultural work setting, the experience gained will be invaluable to the volunteer in the future.

Monica McClure is the LINC/ESL Co-ordinator for Continuing Education, Durham District School Board in Ontario. Susan Blakelock and Jane Batterink are ESL Teachers and together they have over 50 years of ESL experience with adults.
WHY UNPAID WORK PAYS OFF
by Stephanie Pollock

Have you ever had moments in life when you know you’ll look back and cringe? Moments that even while actually experiencing them you think, "This is not pretty. I won't forget this for a while."

I give credit to my father for providing me with one of my life's (to date - I'm sure there'll be more) biggest cringe moments. As a student of the University of Calgary's communications program, I was anticipating the month of May, like all my other student peers, with pure panic. My goal was to acquire a 'coveted' summer student position. A position that would give me the practical skills to bring meaning to my years of theory based knowledge.

It seemed this might become a reality when I learned that my father, through his contacts, landed me a job interview at the City of Calgary. A marketing summer student position was up for grabs and I wanted it desperately.

Back to my cringe moment, the job interview. I remember it like yesterday. I pulled up to the building at exactly 8:50 a.m. for a 9:00 a.m., appointment. My arrival time would generally be irrelevant, were it not for the fact that I was back in my car, heading home at exactly 8:55 a.m. And yes, I did have the interview.

My father had convinced me that my enthusiasm for the position would certainly be enough to get the job. It was not. Qualifications were secondary to attitude he promised. They were not.

In the interview, I was asked to present my portfolio of writing samples. When all I could produce was the resume and cover letter he already had, I knew I was in trouble. Sufficient to say, I did not get the job.

I left the interview feeling completely humbled, embarrassed and incredibly frustrated. At home, I went through a five-minute crisis. Yes, I reasoned, it was time to change majors. Obviously I was not cut out for communications.

When all I could produce was the resume and cover letter he already had, I knew I was in trouble. Sufficient to say, I did not get the job.

I left the interview feeling completely humbled, embarrassed and incredibly frustrated. At home, I went through a five-minute crisis. Yes, I reasoned, it was time to change majors. Obviously I was not cut out for communications.

To say that media interest increased would be a gross understatement. As three separate phones began ringing for me, I thought I was surely in over my head. In fact I was, but somehow, I made it through. That experience, challenging to say the least, has given me the confidence and knowledge to now effectively deal with media.

Last month, after two years of both rewarding and challenging volunteer work, my efforts finally paid off. I am now the new Assistant Public Affairs Coordinator for the Canadian Red Cross. I have no doubt that my volunteer work directly contributed to receiving this exciting position.

My friends and family label me the 'professional volunteer'. They encourage me to let go of some of my volunteer work now that I have a full-time position. But after two years plus of volunteering, I could never hang up my volunteer hat. I see volunteerism as a win-win situation. Organizations benefit from my time and talent and I in return, have a brimming portfolio and...
a deep understanding of a variety of issues, organizations and people.
So thanks Dad. Were it not for your naive confidence in my power to
persuade, I would not be where I am today. Which, as a side note, is exactly
where I'd hope to be when I started as a volunteer two years ago.

Stephanie Pollock is the Assistant Public Affairs Coordinator for the Canadian
Red Cross in Calgary, Alberta.
In 1994, the Conference Board published the Employability Skills Profile. The Conference Board of Canada is an association whose members

Today's volunteers know that they can use their experience to obtain and develop a skill set easily transferable to employment opportunities. They are a talent pool that managers of volunteers should tap into for recruitment purposes. In order to successfully recruit, recognize and retain volunteers seeking employability skills, we need to understand the skills they seek and why they want to develop and document their skill set.

The Conference Board of Canada is an association whose members primarily include representatives of national corporations. The Conference Board's purpose is to be a "catalyst to engage business and education in partnerships that foster learning excellence to ensure that Canada is competitive and successful in the global economy". The Board defined employability skills as "the generic skills, attitudes and behaviors that employers look for in new recruits and that they develop through training programs for current employees. In the workplace, as in school, the skills are integrated and used in varying combinations, depending on the nature of the particular job activities".

In 1994, the Conference Board published the Employability Skills Profile. They identified three key skill areas: academic, personal management and teamwork. Academic skills are the ability to write and communicate effectively, think critically and use technology and information from a variety of sources and fields. It is expected that most of these skills will be acquired through formal education and study although volunteer experience can play a role in developing these skills. Personal management and teamwork lend themselves particularly well to the volunteer experience. Personal management skills include having a positive attitude and behaviour, as well as being responsible and able to adapt. Teamwork skills focus on the ability to work with others to achieve a common goal. Most volunteer services provide ample opportunities to gain experience in these skill areas.

Knowing the skill sets that employers are looking for can become a valuable tool in a manager of volunteers strategic plan. When developing a recruitment campaign, written materials could refer to The Conference Board's profile and match it to the skills gained through the volunteer opportunity. If a volunteer position includes skill based learning opportunities, but the position's description does not clearly describe them, then a re-write of these descriptions will be required. It will clearly indicate to potential volunteers that the opportunity to develop these skills is available. A position description is a powerful marketing tool for recruitment if it clearly lists the employability skills that may be acquired on-the-job.

Using this approach, managers of volunteers will aid in the preparation of employment resumes by making available a descriptive list of duties, including the skill-set used for each volunteer position. Volunteers can incorporate this information directly into their resume. Providing this information may also be helpful when an employer calls for a reference check. If both the manager of volunteers and volunteer has used the same action verbs and skill definitions to describe the work performed, the potential employer will receive a similar message from the resume, an interview and a reference. Telling volunteers that you provide this type of information for this purpose is another message that can be used in a recruitment campaign.

This type of savvy marketing and recruitment are necessary to compete in the volunteer resources market. Job seekers today are taking a very active role in preparing for their employment opportunities. John G. Kelly, in Hire Learning: Your Canadian Recruitment Guide, says that "new-age job aspirants have designs of their own, and with the advent of user-friendly computer software and personal communications equipment, they are quite capable of stalking an organization and taking advantage of a job opportunity to manage their own entry into the organization to satisfy their personal career goals and objectives."

Managers of volunteers need to position their services to appeal to volunteers trying to manage entry into a specific job market or organization. The idea of job seekers 'positioning' themselves to be prepared for a particular employment opportunity is one that Kelly places on high priority: "there are two critical factors that the individual must deal with in choosing the organization that can provide the job opportunity or job choice…. The first is to identify the actual organizations. The second is to position oneself so as to obtain a job offer." A key aspect of that 'positioning' is to obtain the necessary skill set required by the potential employer.

Recognition of volunteer services and the specific skills acquired are vital
components of a written employability skill set summary or 'portfolio'. Managers of volunteers can assist in this portfolio development by providing documentation that certifies any training received, the skills used on-the-job, the length of time service was provided or a certificate that recognizes teamwork or the advancement of responsibility.

By defining the knowledge, skills and abilities that career seekers can gain through volunteer service, managers of volunteers can help volunteers to position themselves on a specific career path. Managers of volunteers validate employment preparedness in a tangible fashion by providing detailed letters of reference or certificates that recognize successful completion of training. Volunteers can then develop a portfolio that fully and clearly illustrates their transferable employability competencies.

2. Ibid.
4. Ibid., pg. 116.

Sandra Woloschuk is the Manager, Alumni Relations at the University of Manitoba in Winnipeg. The article is based on Sandra’s experiences and research as the manager of a volunteer program for university students who are developing their career paths.

---

**NEWS BITS**

The Joint Regulatory Table (JRT) completed its review of Canada’s regulatory framework as it relates to the Voluntary Sector, and in particular to registered charities. The report entitled Strengthening Canada’s Charitable Sector: Regulatory Reform, has been released. It can be found at: http://www.vsi-isbc.ca/eng/joint_tables/regulatory/index.cfm

---

**PEER EXPERTS**

**Scenario:**
*Many volunteers choose volunteering as a method of learning new skills that could possibly enhance their career paths. What steps as a Manager of Volunteers would you take that would ensure that a volunteer's goals are being met?*

**Response**

One of the advantages of volunteering is the flexibility that this activity affords both the volunteer and the organization, which is taking advantage of volunteers' skills and time. It can be a win/win situation for both parties as long as the expectations of each are transparent.

It is just as important for you, as an effective manager to ensure that your own requirements are being met, as it is to meet your volunteers' personal goals. Should the two be complimentary, the situation is ideal.

As the contractor, your organization has the responsibility to outline its expectations first. This is generally done in the form of the assignment description, which should be complete and final before recruitment for the position begins. Among other things, the assignment description should clearly outline the essential requirements of the position. It's only fair that you should define your need before engaging someone to fill it!

The volunteer who is considering applying for a position in your organization has the right to be fully informed about what your real expectations and needs are. They should be afforded the opportunity to examine the assignment description and to question any details that are unclear. If they decide to proceed with an application, they should be expected to outline how they meet the essential requirements as you have laid them out. Unless the selection of your organization's volunteers is handled in this manner, you risk the possibility of a serious misfit between your volunteer and the assignment he or she is attempting to undertake on your behalf.

If you can afford the resources, or your organization has the mandate to "train" its volunteers in new skills, then certain of the skills required to complete the task at hand could be deemed to be "negotiable", rather than essential. Again, this should be pre-determined while you are creating the assignment description. The interview would be your opportunity to discuss an applicant's goals and the possibility of your organization's assistance in achieving them. There are usually many opportunities for a volunteer to learn or to perfect skills in addition to those, which are essential when coming into the job.

Diana Boudreault is the Coordinator of Volunteer Resources for the Ottawa Police Service, which currently involves 500 volunteers.
The desire to learn new skills through volunteering is a very strong motivation and often the basis for a high level of commitment on the part of the volunteer. It is up to the Manager of Volunteers to ensure that this motivational need is met and that the motivation fits the volunteer opportunity being offered.

As with all volunteers, the manager must determine the expectations of the potential volunteer during the interview. The more specific this understanding, the more likely success of the volunteer placement will be. At this point, it is essential to let the volunteer know what can be accomplished and what is not reasonable. If the volunteer's expectations cannot be fulfilled and the parameters of the position cannot be redesigned, it may be necessary to refer the volunteer to another organization.

Having determined the volunteer opportunity will match the volunteer's motivational needs, the manager must ensure that everything is in place for follow up. Is there an appropriate workstation for the volunteer? What training will the volunteer receive? Will (s)he be coached for the position and by whom? Will the outcomes of her performance be assessed? Will the volunteer be given the opportunity to demonstrate initiative or will the job be simply routine?

As soon as the volunteer comes on board, a clearly defined action plan will be needed to ensure the volunteer's skill level is improving. Appropriate orientation and training are essential first steps. Often an experienced volunteer can be assigned as a coach and mentor to the new volunteer providing assistance and hands-on help with the tasks. In addition to routine tasks, if the position can offer an opportunity for the volunteer to demonstrate initiative, greater job satisfaction and increased learning will be effected. For example, a volunteer wanting to improve computer skills may work diligently providing assistance and hands-on help with the tasks. In addition to routine tasks, if the position can offer an opportunity for the volunteer to demonstrate initiative, greater job satisfaction and increased learning will be effected. For example, a volunteer wanting to improve computer skills may work diligently.

As well as clearly defined outcomes are, an evaluation system must be in place to ensure the volunteer is not only learning new skills but also performing them correctly. Some predetermined objectives along the learning curve can help the volunteer progress towards the learning goals and also give the manager feedback on progress. This will also give the volunteer a sense of moving toward his/her goals.

Often a volunteer who is learning skills with a view to a career will move on once those skills are achieved, however, a volunteer who is provided with a clearly defined learning opportunity may well decide to stay with the organization, or at the very least, recommend her friends to the organization. A wise manager will offer a variety of skill development to encourage the volunteer to develop an attachment to the organization. In the best of all worlds, both the organization and the volunteer benefit from this style of volunteering.

Joy Murray, Manager of Volunteer Resources for the Canadian Cancer Society in Vancouver, B.C.
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